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ABSTRACT

The term extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma has been applied to vascular, fibrous nodules occurring outside the nasopharynx. These rare benign neoplasms characterized by a different biological history and clinical features with respect to nasopharyngeal tumors and, for these reasons, they should be regarded as atypical clinical entity.

A 60-year-old male presented to us with a mass in the left nasal cavity since last 1 year. Examination revealed an irregular, pinkish mass arising from the lateral aspect of left nasal vestibule. The mass was excised and sent for histopathological reporting which confirmed angiofibroma. This case is reported for its atypicality being the rarest site of origin with no case reported so far in medical literature.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1980, De Vincentiis and Pinelli reviewed a series of 704 cases of angiofibroma and found that 13 cases manifested outside the nasopharynx, thus suggesting that extranasopharyngeal localization of this tumor is a possible, although rare occurrence. Since then, numerous studies have reported cases of angiofibroma localized in unusual sites. A recent review of the literature reported a total of 65 patients with atypical localizations of nasopharyngeal angiofibromas, the maxillary sinus being the most commonly involved site. Nasal septum represents an extremely rare localization with only six cases having been reported in the international literature to date. Besides the different location, typical clinical characteristics of extranasopharyngeal angiofibromas, such as, symptoms, age, sex, do not conform to a great extent with that of nasopharyngeal angiofibromas. This fact has led to doubt as to whether extranasopharyngeal angiofibromas, though structurally similar, should be considered as being different from nasopharyngeal angiofibroma. Recently, Celik et al also proposed that patients who have different characteristics other than the classical angiofibromas, should be referred to as ‘atypical angiofibroma’. Due to these different features, extranasopharyngeal angiofibromas can present a diagnostic challenge and a meticulous evaluation with a high index of suspicion is essential in establishing the correct diagnosis and treatment. Herein, a rare case is reported of extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma originating from the lateral aspect of left nasal vestibule which is the rarest site with no case being reported so far in medical literature and the idea is, therefore, supported that it must be regarded as atypical.

CASE REPORT

A 60-year-old male presented at the Otolaryngology Department of BLDEU’s Hospital with a 1-year history of mass in the left nasal cavity (Fig. 1). It was incidious in onset, started as a pea-sized mass and progressive in nature to attain the present size. There was no history of bleeding from nose and recurrent cold. The patient had no previous history of trauma or infection. There was no history suggestive of allergy. On ENT examination, anterior rhinoscopy showed a minimal nasal septum deviation on the right side with mass filling the whole of left vestibule (Fig. 2). While nasal endoscopy revealed a pinkish mass 3 × 4 cm adhering to the lateral aspect of left nasal vestibule and filling the anterior aspect of nasal cavity (Fig. 3). A contrast-enhanced computerized tomography (CT) scan of the nose and paranasal sinuses showed a mild contrast-enhancing mass arising from the lateral aspect of left nasal vestibule and filling the anterior aspect of nasal cavity. There was no extension beyond the nasal cavity into the nasopharynx or any paranasal sinuses. This made us not to concern about preoperative interventions to minimize intraoperative bleeding. The mass was excised with unipolar cautery (Fig. 4). It presented of hard consistency (Fig. 5) and intraoperative bleeding was minimal (Fig. 6). Unilateral anterior nasal packing was done (Fig. 7). Postoperative recovery was uneventful. The pack was removed after 48 hours and the patient was discharged without any complications. Histopathological examination revealed dilated, cavernous vascular spaces lined with endothelial cells and separated by fibrostroma with stromal cell nuclei (Fig. 8). These findings were compatible with a diagnosis of angiofibroma. At 6 months follow-up, anterior rhinoscopy showed a normal vestibule with no evidence of residual or recurrent disease (Fig. 9).
DISCUSSION

Nasopharyngeal angiofibroma is a well-defined entity sharply localized in time, space and sex. The tumor virtually always arises from the nasopharynx and only later may extend into the nasal cavity. More recently, the term extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma has been applied to
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Fig. 7: Unilateral anterior nasal pack

Fig. 8: Dilated cavernous vascular spaces lined by endothelium separated by fibrostroma with stromal cell nuclei

Fig. 9: Follow-up after 6 months normal left nasal vestibule

vascular, fibrous nodules occurring outside the nasopharynx. However, extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma have virtually nothing in common with nasopharyngeal tumors and the use of the term angiofibroma for these lesions may therefore be confusing. In fact, these rare benign neoplasms characterized by a different biological history and clinical features with respect to nasopharyngeal tumors and, for these reasons, they should be regarded as atypical clinical entity. Compared to nasopharyngeal angiofibromas, patients affected are older, symptoms develop more quickly, and hypervascularity is less common. The case described here fulfilled all these features. The clinical presentation of extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma depends mainly on the localization and extent of the tumor. In those cases, arising from nasal cavities, nasal obstruction and epistaxis are the more frequently reported symptoms. DNE, CT scan and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are used to determine the tumor site and its extension, with special attention being focused on skull-base involvement, intracranial spread and relationship to important vascular and neurologic structures. The administration of a contrast agent in nasopharyngeal angiofibroma leads to a strong and usually homogeneous enhancement on CT and MRI T1 sequences. On the other hand, extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma usually enhances contrast medium or even nothing, due to the frequent poor vascularity of the tumor. Alvi et al consider CT scan to be sufficient for the diagnosis of extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma, as it clearly delineates and identifies the tumor. In our case, the poor vascularity of the lesion did not require preoperative concerns to minimize intraoperative bleeding. Surgical excision of the mass is the treatment of choice, and recurrence is rare. Extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma must be taken into consideration in the differential diagnosis of nasal vascular tumors and the nasal vestibule should be regarded as a potential, though exceptional, localization of these neoplasms. Clinically, extranasopharyngeal angiofibromas, such as the one described in this case, fall into that category of atypical presentations that do not fit within the accepted clinical parameters that one always expects to find in cases of angiofibroma.

SUMMARY

• Extranasopharyngeal angiofibroma must be taken into consideration in the differential diagnosis of nasal vascular tumors.
• The nasal vestibule should be regarded as a potential, though exceptional, localization of these neoplasms.
• Clinically, extra nasopharyngeal angiofibromas, such as the one described in this case, fall into that category of atypical presentations that do not fit within the accepted clinical parameters that one always expects to find in cases of angiofibroma.
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